A Read Me First - Revised
For “A Soundtrack for St John”
Download Files of Documents and MP3 Music

• Thank you for your interest in “A Soundtrack for St John”.
• Need Help? See a Computer Friend.
• Open the Documents in the Documents Folder and print them.
Staple as necessary.
• Download the folder “John MP3 Tracks” to your computer. If
needed, copy or paste the folder “John MP3 Tracks” to your laptop
or listening device. Connecting your computer or laptop to good
over the ear earphones or speakers with good enough bass and
enough volume to make a symphony orchestra sound will work
great. You can buy a small MP3 Player which has excellent sound
quality if used with good over the ear earphones or speakers with
good enough bass and volume to make a symphony orchestra
sound. Some of these MP3 Players do not require you to join a
“store” with a credit card. Again, need Help? See a Computer
Friend.
• To play an .mp3 file on your computer, double click the file and it
should play. Is your sound not muted on your computer and do
you know how to change the volume? See your computer’s Help
Files as necessary. If you cannot get your .mp3 file to play, on a
PC computer change your “default” media layer to “Windows
Media Player” by going to your Control Panel and select “Default
Programs”. In Default Programs select “Set your default
programs”. In the list of programs, select “Windows Media
Player”. Then select “Set this program as default”. Then click

“OK”. (If you have a MAC computer, see the Help to likely be
able to do something similar.)
• Please note that some MP3 Players may give you a problem. Two
Methods are given here to solve the problem. Method One: MP3
Players and possibly some computers handle mp3 files differently.
With some MP3 Players you need to double click each mp3 file in
a folder when it is time to play that particular file. With other MP3
Players when you click a file in a folder, it plays that file and then
it plays down the list of the mp3 files in that folder and plays the
rest of the files below the file that you clicked. This could give
you a problem with the mp3 files in the folder “John - Movement I
with Welcome and Directions”. Most computers and MP3 Players
will likely list the numbered mp3 files in numerical order.
However, some computers and MP3 Players will list the mp3 files
in alphabetical order meaning that the order of the mp3 files in
“John - Movement I with Welcome and Directions” will be 1, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 instead of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. This means that an MP3 Player that
plays one file after another and has the files listed alphabetically
will play file 10 after it plays file 1. In that case, play only file 1
(about 6 minutes), then stop, then play files 2 through 9, then go
back up the list and play files 10 through 15, and then stop and go
to “John - Movement 2” folder. (One more confusing thing may
happen. When some MP3 Players are connected to a computer and
the computer looks at the folders in the MP3 Player, the computer
will show that files in the MP3 Player are in correct order.
However, when the MP3 Player is not connected to the computer,
the MP3 Player will show that the files in it are in incorrect order
as stated above and it will play them in incorrect order.) Method
Two: (This is the suggested method but do it carefully.) (This

Method may already be done with your files.) In the folder “John Movement I with Welcome and Directions” rename files 1 through
9 by putting a zero in front of each of these file names {for
example: mp3 track “1….” will be renamed mp3 track “01…”}.
Be sure to use a “zero” and not the letter “O”. If your MP3 Player
or computer will handle a file that starts with a zero, this will make
the files in the folder play in order. … I hope that you do not have
the unlikely case that your MP3 Player gives you any of these rare
problems.
• Obtain or do other things stated as required in the mp3 files.
Listen using adequate earphones such as over the ear earphones or
use other adequate ways of listening as described above and in the
mp3 files. Listen to each of the mp3 files in order in the subfolders in the folder “John MP3 Tracks” starting with the mp3 files
in the folder “John - Movement I with Welcome and Directions”,
then the mp3 files in the folder “John - Movement II”, then the
mp3 files in the folder “John - Movement III”, and then the mp3
files in the folder “John - Movement IV”.
• Enjoy!

